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Abstract— Information sharing, scheduling and organization
in a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is highly dependent upon
achieving the same notion of time. Hence timing synchronization
becomes a vital concern in most of the distributed wireless
networks. Similarly, different layers of a network also need
to synchronize among themselves for efficient performance
and energy optimization. Bandwidth, energy consumption and
storage capacity along with the high density of nodes are some of
the practices limitations present in the WSNs. Symbol timing
recovery (physical layer time synchronization) is used in this
work for time synchronization at the application layer to achieve
higher energy conservation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the field of Micro-Electro-Mechanical

systems (MEMS) have directed the active research towards

designing highly distributed, low-power, low-cost, tiny unat-

tended sensing devices capable of sensing, processing and

communicating data over wireless networks [7] [8] [9] [10]

[11] [4] [5]. A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists

of a distributed network of nodes to sense, collaborate and

route data in a certain environment [12] [13]. The main

component of a WSN is a base station which behaves as

a gateway to collect the data from sensors, and in turn relays

it to a back-end server for further processing via a wired

backbone. WSNs are employed in a wide range of diverse

applications like environmental and battlefield monitoring,

robotics, tracking and object localization [14] [15] [6]. Like

other distributed networks synchronization is a major concern

in WSNs. Devices have to be perfectly time synchronized

with each other through clocks which are electronic counters

to count the oscillations accurately at a particular frequency

[16] [17] [18]. These clocks may have a phase offset due

to the difference in values and a frequency offset due to

the difference in their speeds. Clock timing synchronization

is of utmost importance and is required at different layers

while designing a WSN, which implicates both the phase

and frequency synchronization [19]. This paper deals with

the clock synchronization at the physical and application

layers, with the help of the hardware clock to achieve cross-

layer synchronization. At the physical layer, it includes clock

signal estimation aligned both in phase and frequency with

the transmission node clock [19] [20]. At the application

layer, time synchronization is crucial for the network in

removing timing ambiguity which is also known as clock

synchronization.

II. RELATED WORK

Time Synchronization is an essential component of WSNs

as it is a basic requirement for any coordination in the

network. Different WSNs have different clock precision and

accuracy requirements. A few important parameters which

are considered for time synchronization are:

Precision: refers to the maximum error that a clock can

have with respect to the master clock in a network.

Efficiency: corresponds to the time, energy and compu-

tation complexity required to perform the synchronization.

Energy efficiency is a key factor in enhancing life time of a

node in a WSN. So, a synchronization protocol with a very

few computations results in higher energy efficiencies.

Lifetime: refers to the maximum time it requires to resyn-

chronize the nodes present in a WSN

Cost: plays a major role since there are large number of

devices in a WSN. Time Synchronization helps to reduce the

overall cost of the WSN.

For time synchronization at application layer, many proto-

cols are used for wired as well as wireless sensor networks.

One of the most widely used protocol for time synchroniza-

tion in wired networks is Network Time Protocol (NTP) [21].

In NTP, a hierarchical tree of time servers is is created.

Primary server synchronizes with the global clock. This

timing information is then distributed to the secondary servers

and later to the clients by the primary server. In contrast

to NTP, another protocol called Precision Time Protocol

(PTP) distribute the clock information among the nodes of

a wired network using a master-slave architecture. These

architectures, however, cannot be applied directly to wireless

sensor networks due to the different requirements in WSNs

such as energy efficiency, end to end latency, infrastructure

and reliability [16] etc.

Using receiver-to-receiver synchronization, Reference

Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) attempts to decrease non-

deterministic latency among the nodes of a WSN to achieve
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time synchronization [16] [22] [23]. Depending only on

the packet receive time, each wireless node sends reference

broadcast beacons to its neighbors using physical layer broad-

casts and compute the non-determinism of packet send time,

access time and propagation time. This reference broadcast

packet can then be used to synchronize a set of receivers with

one another [22]. All the local clock values of each node in

the network are maintained in a table. RBS relates the local

clocks of node with each other using this table and lets the

clocks run without correction.

To achieve clock synchronization, Romer’s protocol [24]

uses an innovative time transformation algorithm. Maximum

time difference between two communicating nodes is esti-

mated by the lower bound and the upper bound round trip

time of a message. This time difference is then used by

Romer’s protocol to synchronize the nodes. Like RBS[22]

Romer’s protocol also allows the clocks to run independent

of eeach other.

Mock et al. [25] introduced a protocol that spreads the cor-

rection of clock over a finite interval and attempts to achieve

continuous clock synchronization. Clock rate is gradually

speed up or slowed down depending on the required clock

time correction [16]. This technique provides fault tolerance

as well as minimal message complexity [16]. Furthermore,

it avoids unpredictable instantaneous corrections of clock

values [25].

Network-wide Time Synchronization, Delay Measurement

Time Synchronization, Probabilistic Clock Synchronization

and Time-Diffusion Protocol (TDP) are some of the other

protocols discussed by [16], [22] and [26]. Network-wide

Time Synchronization is capable of holding large node den-

sity. Delay Measurement Time Synchronization proves to be

an energy-efficient protocol but does not provide a high level

of accuracy as compared to RBS [23] protocol. Probabilistic

Clock Synchronization provides probabilistic bounds on the

accuracy of clock synchronization scheme used in RBS.

Time-Diffusion Protocol (TDP) involves all the nodes in the

synchronization process by diffusing messages throughout

the WSN. All these protocols [21] [23] [24] [25] [26] [3]

[2] [1] have their own merits and demerits and hence can

be used for application layer clock synchronization in any

wireless distributed network (e.g. Wireless Sensor Network)

[16] [22] depending on the environment and requirements at

hand.

Time synchronization in the physical layer is also exten-

sively discussed in the literature. Symbol timing recovery has

been discussed by Ghaffer et al.[19] [20] Timing synchro-

nization can also be done by extracting phase and frequency

of the transmitter’s timing clock at the receiver end. [20]

[27] [28]. Another technique is to apply feed-forward or

feedback systems [27]. Feedback systems can operate at rates

equal to or higher than the symbol rates by adjusting the

synchronization parameters in a recursive manner using error

signals [28]. Interpolation controllers, loop filters, timing er-

ror detectors and different types of interpolations are used by

error feedback systems to achieve multiple synchronization

schemes. Intepolants from given number of symbols can

be computed using multiple techniques such as polynomial

interpolation and polyphase filterbank interpolation. Linear,

quadratic as well as cubic interpolations can also be com-

puted using Farrow structures. Farrow Structures are less

computationally intensive and hence are more feasible from

a practical implementation point of view [20].

Different types of timing error detectors are also discussed

by [20] and [27]. Slopes of the symbols alongwith sign

correction is employed by Maximum likelihood timing error

detectors (ML-TED) to get the error signal. The slope re-

quired by ML-TED is computed by Early-Late timing error

detector (EL-TED) using the time differences between the

symbols. Zero crossing timing error detector (ZC-TED) uses

the eye-diagram to find the zero crossing, but it only operates

at two samples per symbol [20]. Similar methods are used

by Gardner timing error detector (G-TED) but G-TED uses

different modulation schemes. Phase and frequency errors

can be tracked using Loop Filters, whihch act as phase

lock loops (PLLs) and their parameters can be controlled to

adjust the tracking performance and acquisition times. [20]

also discusses some interpolation controls that can be used

with the feedback synchronization systems. In the situations

where interpolants are required after every fixed number

of samples, Modulo-1 counter interpolation controls can be

used. Recursive interpolation control can also be employed

for symbol synchronization using feedback. Harris et al

[29] performed the interpolations required for symbol timing

synchronization in a sampled-data receiver using polyphase

filterbank.

III. SYNCHRONIZATION METHODOLOGY

An Application layer clock is usually defined by two reg-

isters which keep on counting the oscillations of crystals as

well as how many oscillations of the crystal are equal to one

clock tick in application layer [16]. The same quartz crystal is

also used to maintain the clock at the physical layer, which

then is used for symbol timing synchronization. Therefore

both the clocks are derived from the oscillation of the same

quartz crystal, as the devices with one hardware oscillator

implement all the clocks within that device. Mathematically,

the clock is defined as:

C(t) = k

∫ t

t0

ω(t)dt+ C(t0), (1)

Where t denotes real-time, k is the constant of proportionality

and ω(t) denotes angular frequency of the oscillator [24].

This fact is exploited to perform the synchronization between

the physical layer and the application layer.

[20] and [28] discuss in detail time synchronization at

the physical layer. Multiple symbol timing synchronization

systems with different modulation schemes, loop filters,
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Fig. 1. Symbol timing synchronization system for physical layer

interpolators, timing error detectors, interpolation control are

discussed in [20]. An example symbol timing synchronization

system [20] is shown in Fig. 1

This synchronization system is based on zero-crossing

timing error detector (ZC-TED) and is used for binary

pulse amplitude modulation (PAM). This system uses a

proportional plus integrator loop filter alongwith a piecewise

parabolic interpolator and tracks and compensates for the

frequecy and phase error of the clock.

The piecewise parabolic interpolate receives the output of

the matched filter. Fractional change and basepoint index are

computed by Modulo-1 counter interpolation control, which

is then fed to the interpolator. The output of the interpolator

is then fed to a ZC-TED operating at 2 samples/symbol.

The interpolator computes the zero crossing in the eye-

diagram [20] and outputs the error to be equal to zero

when perfectly aligned. The next component is the loop

filter whoes output is given to Modulo-1 interpolation control

to compute the estimates for basepoint index and fractional

change. Using the above iterative synchronization system, the

variations of fractional change μ can be used to compute the

actual frequency offset. Different methods for computation of

frequency offset are illustrated by [20] [27] [28]. In [20] the

frequency offset is computed using the slope of the fractional

change and new sampling rate can be computed as given by

the equation below to achieve time synchronization at the

physical layer.

fs = (2 +m) fd, (2)

Where fs is new sampling rate, fd is symbol rate and m is

the slope of the fractional change.

Time synchronization at application layer can simply be

modeled as exchange of time stamps between nodes, estima-

tion of offsets and correction of clock phase and frequency.

Least square (LS) estimate can be applied to the time stamps

exchanged and used to compute the frequency offset at the

application layer. In LS an equation of straight line needs to

Fig. 2. (a) Physcal Layer Time Syncronization, (b) Application Layer Time
Syncronization,(c) Cross Layer Time Syncronization

be computed using the time stamps as data points and error

is minimized between data points and straight line given by

e =
N∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2
, (3)

Where yi are data points and ŷi are points of computed

straight line given by y = mx + c and to find m and c
the least square estimate of a straight line is[

m
c

]
=

(
XTX

)−1
XTY, (4)

The cross layer approach can be illustrated as shown in

Fig. 2 which clearly state that physical layer time frequency

offset can be applied for the physical layer clock correction as

well as application layer clock correction as it always comes

out to be same, which is also shown in results section.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation consists of two synchronization systems,

one at the physical layer and one at the application layer. The

physical layer clock simulation is done using Fig. 1. Binary

PAM is used as the modulation scheme at the transmitter

side with symbols +1 and −1. 3000 random symbols are

generated with a symbol rate of 1000 symbols/sec. The

sampling rate is set to be 8000 samples/sec. The samples per

symbol are computed to be 8. The binary PAM symbols are

up-sampled by 8 and pulse shaped using a square root raise

cosine with 50 percent excess bandwidth and transmitted over

the perfect channel. Various frequency offsets are simulated

between two nodes. At the receiver side, the data after

matched filter is down-sampled to 2 samples/symbol and

fed to symbol timing synchronization system using ZCTED,

piecewise parabolic interpolator, proportional plus integrator

loop filter and modulo 1 counter interpolator control given

by Fig. 1.

Simulation I: It is assumed that a -ve frequency offset of

−4.9751 × 10−3 is present between the sampling clocks of

transmitter and receiver. The simulation results are shown in

Fig. 3 which are in term of fractional interval and timing

error. The simulation result shows the plot of fractional

interval μ and now the frequency offset can be computed as

in [20] that is equal to the slope −1/101 = −9.90099×10−3
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Fig. 3. Timing error and fractional change over 3000 symbols with
frequency offset of −4.9751× 10−3

Fig. 4. Timing error and fractional change over 3000 symbols with
frequency offset of 5.0000× 10−3

divided by the up-sampling factor which is 2 here and hence

the frequency offset is computed to be −4.9505× 10−3.

Now same transmitter and receiver with this frequency

offset are considered for the application layer clock. Ap-

plication layer clock of the transmitter is assumed to be

run for 500 seconds. The transmitter application layer clock

starts from 1 and counts till 100000 within 500 seconds

whereas the receiver application layer clock starts from 1 and

counts till 100499 and they keep exchanging there clocks.

Using LS estimate, slope of the estimated line is computed

to be ((10000 − 1)/(100499 − 1)) in presence of no noise

and frequency offset is 1 − ((10000 − 1)/(100499 − 1)) =
−4.9653× 10−3 which is the same as of physical layer fre-

quency offset. Hence this simulation shows that the frequency

offsets at the physical layer (−4.9505×10−3) and application

layer (−4.9653× 10−3) between clocks are related and very

much closed to it as they both are based on same hardware

oscillator within a node of network.

Simulation II: It is assumed that a positive frequency

offset of 5.0000 × 10−3 is present between the sampling

clocks of transmitter and receiver. The simulation results are

shown in Fig. 4 which are in term of fractional interval and

timing error. The simulation result shows that the frequency

offset is computed to be 5.0000 × 10−3. Considering the

same scenario for the application layer time synchronization

that is discussed in the Simulation I, the frequency offset is

1 − ((10000 − 1)/(99502 − 1)) = 5.0050 × 10−3 which is

the same as of physical layer frequency offset. Hence this

simulation shows that the frequency offsets at the physical

layer (5.0000× 10−3) and application layer (5.0050× 10−3)

between clocks are related and very much closed to it as they

both are based on same hardware oscillator within a node of

network.

The results presented in the above mentioned simulations

can be used to extract the error which is computed as a

difference between the offset of the physical layer and the ap-

plication layer. Based on these simulation the offsets present

between the nodes and the computed offsets at physical and

application layers is shown in table. It must be noticed that

the physical layer frequency offsets are approximately same

as of application layer frequency offsets.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF FREQUECNY OFFSETS

Simulation 1 (-ve offset) 2 (+ve offset)
Offset Between Nodes −4.9751× 10−3 5.0000× 10−3

Computed Phy Layer Offset −4.9505× 10−3 5.0000× 10−3

Computed App Layer Offset −4.9653× 10−3 5.0050× 10−3

V. CONCLUSIONS

The simulation demonstrates that the heart of both the

physical layer and application layer clock is hardware oscil-

lator and that is the reason that frequency offset figured at the

physical layer between two nodes is same as the frequency

offset at the application layer and the application layer

clock can be corrected straightforwardly utilizing physical

layer clock frequency offset and henceforth there will be

no compelling reason to utilize any message trade algorithm

on the application layer to set the application layer clock

frequency offsets and this will spare energy and valuable for

energy constrained networks.
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